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Abstract

The world’s oldest universities have started digitizing their
historical student/staff records [24]. Such data collections
have the potential to provide valuable insights into the early
educated population’s social and cultural profile and inform
research regarding the formation of academic networks.
While textual, web-based search interfaces provide universal access to these collections for scholars and the general
public, they can only provide narrow views on a record-byrecord basis. This article presents and critically discusses
a pilot study which uses an off-the-shelf visualization tool
as a means to enable the interactive exploration of patterns
within the Biographical Register of the University of St Andrews (1747–1897) (BRUSA). Our visualizations provide insights into the history of the University unobtainable through
close reading and at the same time highlight the limitations
of standard visualization tools when used in the context of
diverse historical records. Drawing from ongoing advances
in visualization and digital humanities (DH) research, we
examine our pilot study by focusing on two main issues:
(1) How to make visible the situatedness of historical (biographical) record collections? (2) How to inform the critical
interpretation of cultural collections through visualization?
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Introduction

Historical university records, a subgenre of national archives,
represent lives that have shaped universities and provide
insights into the development of academic research and
university networks of the past. They capture information
about the social and cultural background of the educated
population that influenced audiences spanning from local
to national, even international communities. The variety
of people to whom these archives can be of great interest
is therefore vast: historians, archivists, genealogists, sociologists, digital humanists as well as the general public.
Whether one’s purpose is to find relatives, explore the university’s history, conduct research on the background of
this community, or explore different approaches to record
keeping, university records represent a rich source of information. Sue McKemmish describes the essential value of
such collections in her article Archives: Recordkeeping in
Society :
“The study of archives involves studying the way societies
shape, hold and access information about their activities.
There is no area of human activity not shaped in the most
fundamental ways by the archival storage of information
and no continuing form of culture or community is possible
without it.” [19, p.10].
Traditionally, university student and staff records were collected on paper, as part of large archives, or assembled into
volumes and subsequently ordered by date and/or alphabet. Digitization of such records contributes toward preservation and makes the archives accessible to researchers
as well as the interested general public. However, digitized archives, like all data collections, are only as valuable as the tools we develop to support their analysis and
explorations. Web interfaces provided by the Universities

of Cambridge1 , Glasgow2 , Edinburgh3 , and St Andrews4 ,
support targeted search (by surname, degree etc.) but they
cannot reveal general trends across these multifaceted collections or support their open-ended exploration.
Research in digital humanities (DH) portrays visualization—
“the use of computer supported, interactive visual representations of abstract data to amplify cognition” [2]—as
a sensible approach to characterize and analyze cultural
collections by enabling interactive explorations on a large
scale and from different perspectives (see Jänicke et al. for
an overview of different examples [16]). Visualization can
support the analysis of trends and patterns across the collection (see “distant reading” [20]), but it also enables transitions to small-scale subsets of the collection that might be
of potential interest (see “macroanalysis” [17]).
We do not know of any work that focuses on the visualization of historical (biographical) university records. However, visualization approaches have been successfully applied to collections which resemble biographical archives in
terms of metadata. For example, Dörk et al. have visualized
temporal and professional adjacencies between philosophers and the way they have influenced each other using EdgeMaps [5]. Mapping the Republic of Letters uses visualization techniques (predominantly network and geospatial visualizations) to explore the personal and professional
networks of historical scholars that emerged through travel
and letter correspondence 5 . Visualization has also been
discussed in the context of literary research as a means to
make sense of large scale untapped collections where initial open-ended explorations are required to get to know the
1

http://venn.lib.cam.ac.uk/Documents/acad/intro.html
http://www.universitystory.gla.ac.uk/search/
3
https://collections.ed.ac.uk/alumni
4
https://arts.st-andrews.ac.uk/biographical-register/data/
5
http://republicofletters.stanford.edu/
2
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character and facets of the collection before specifying research questions [13]. More closely related to our research,
the l’Ecole de design Nantes Atlantique have visually analyzed alumni career paths using networks and geospatial
visualizations 6 . Focusing on recent data, these interactive
visualizations show the diversity of career paths that have
been explored by alumni. Such projects highlight the potential of visualization as a means to reveal patterns and
unexpected insights hidden in biographical collections.

Figure 1: Two BRUSA records [23,
p.266,478]

Inspired by these approaches, we have applied visualization as a method to explore the Biographical Register of the
University of St Andrews (BRUSA), a collection of 11,894
student and staff records spanning the period between
1747 and 1897. While diverse in detail and depth, these
records include student/staff name, parentage, dates and
locations of birth and death, educational background, and
degrees pursued at the University of St Andrews (see Fig. 1
for two examples of such records). A textual search interface which allows users to query this collection already exists and supports the search for student and staff records7
but when it comes to large-scale explorations and analysis,
the collection is largely untapped. Our pilot study aimed to
investigate the potential of this collection for (1) research
and as a method to (2) promote student, alumni, and public engagement with the vast history of the University of St
Andrews (founded in 1413).
Visualizations of cultural collections are often highly customized to the data and context at hand which leads to
evocative results but the process itself is rather time-consuming.
For our pilot study, we decided to utilize a standard visualization tool—Tableau Desktop 8 —in order to rapidly design
6

http://justinederouet.com/alumni.html
For example, Benjamin Franklin, who was awarded an Honorary
Doctor of Laws Degree from the University in 1759.
8
https://www.tableau.com/products/desktop
7

a set of interactive visualizations that would allow the visual exploration of BRUSA from multiple perspectives. The
resulting visualizations were intended as sketches which
would later inform the design and implementation of more
permanent and customized visualization-based interfaces.
Our visualization sketches highlight intriguing patterns and
confirm previous research on University history. They also
raise interesting research questions regarding cultural and
gender diversity at the University of St Andrews in the past,
portraying BRUSA as a historical collection that has the
potential to inform and guide research as well as provoke
discussions around the history of the University among current students, alumni, and the general public. However, we
also found fundamental limitations in our approach to utilize a standard visualization tool which primarily supports
techniques that have been designed for quantitative analysis, typically driven by empirical research [7]. Our pilot
study shows that the resulting visualizations cannot do a
historical collection such as BRUSA justice. This is due
to the fact that BRUSA is diverse in focus and quality and
situated within interpretative processes brought upon by
archival work and digitization. The aggregated and seemingly factual quantitative views provided by our interactive
visualization sketches gloss over questions regarding the
transformation that collections such as BRUSA have gone
through in terms of content, structure, representations, and
media forms. Moreover, the individual biographies represented by these records are hidden behind the aggregated
birds-eye perspectives.
This paper critically outlines how visualization tools inevitably influence not only the aesthetics of the visual representation but also the interpretation process of the underlying records. We explore possibilities for future visualization
approaches that (1) act as commentaries on history rather
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than representations of “facts”, (2) reveal and embrace the
multi-layered and situated nature of historical university
records, and (3) promote critical interpretation, reflection,
and dialogue among academics and the general public. Our
study contributes to ongoing discussions about the extent
to which visualizations can be considered cultural artefacts
and we also address the role of data-driven “images” in the
context of cultural discourse, memory, and humanities research [7].

BRUSA

Founded in 1413, the University of St Andrews is the third
oldest university in the English speaking world. A plan to
publish the University’s original biographical records became real in the 19th century. The majority of the preparatory work was done by the first Keeper of Muniments, James
Maitland Anderson, but the will to continue his work was inconsistent. In 1959, the first assistant to and later Keeper
of Muniments at the University of St Andrews, Dr Robert
Smart, started to compile a biographical register of St Andrews alumni, officers, and graduates.
Figure 2 represents an extract from one of the Graduation/Matriculation Rolls that formed the basis for Smart’s
work. It includes student names, age, and information about
parochial church councils. This, however, is a mere fraction of the amount of other sources Smart used over the
course of 40 years during which he compiled this collection9 . Finally published in 2004, the Biographical Register of the University of St Andrews (1747–1897) contains
11.894 records of former students and staff as well as external and honorary graduates. Though varying in richness
9

Other sources include David Gregory’s lists of students, class lists,
John Lee’s class records, Thomas Chalmers’ class lists, annual lists of
students, separate registers, medical degree testimonials, bursary presentations, prize lists, Minutes of the Senatus Academicus, Minutes of the
United College, Minutes of St Mary’s College, Library dues records.

Figure 2: Graduation/Matriculation Roll (1875–1876). [UYUY309;
Image courtesy of the University of St Andrews Library]

and type of included information, records contain data such
as the name, curricula, bursaries, prizes won, church affiliation, graduation dates, birth and parentage, schooling, outline careers, publications, as well as information
about the sources used for information gathering (see Fig. 1
for example student records). Smart was aware of the incompleteness of this collection but his goal was to make
it public and thus allow everyone to explore the history of
the University based on the people who were part of it. He
comments: “The work is very incomplete and indeed never
will be definitive, but I am persuaded that enough has been
done to be useful and that while energy and purpose survive I should make what has been collected available to
the public.” [23]. In book form, however, public availability
as well as open-ended explorations of BRUSA are highly
limited.
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In 2013, Digital Humanities and Research Computing teams
led by Dr. Alice Crawford started to digitize BRUSA by
converting the original Word manuscript into a structured,
searchable XML.TEI format using manual labelling techniques (see Fig. 3). This format was indexed using an opensource enterprise search platform SOLR and subsequently
converted to HTML in order to make the resulting structured data available on a web platform which allows quick
searches across the entire collection (see Fig. 4). However, while making BRUSA available to interested scholars and people across the world, this platform is limited to
targeted searches and does not allow open-ended explorations across the records. Such explorations are crucial
from a research perspective in order to identify the potential
and quality of this collection. Furthermore, from an institutional perspective, visual overviews of the collection can
provide a more evocative “picture” of the history of the University.
Inspired by existing work on visualization as a method to
represent large-scale biographical records presented earlier, the initial aim of our project was to design interactive visualizations that would allow a large-scale visual analysis of

Figure 3: XML.TEI representation a BRUSA record.

Figure 4: The BRUSA website: search results for “Agnes
Blackadder”, the first female graduate of the University.

BRUSA in order to explore its research potential (relationships between academic, geographical and gender patterns
etc.).

Visualizing BRUSA

First visualizations of BRUSA records can be found in Smart’s
article Some Observations on the Provinces of the Scottish Universities, 1560-1850 (1974) where he juxtaposes
BRUSA records with records from Aberdeen, Edinburgh,
and Glasgow [22] to allow comparisons of student numbers
at Scottish universities (see Fig. 5). Beyond such quantitative views, Smart also visualized geospatial aspects inherent in student records, for example, the “zones of attraction”
of individual universities in Scotland from the 17th to the
19th century (see Fig. 6).
These early visualizations motivated us to design interactive views that would allow the exploration of BRUSA in
terms of gender, fields of study, and heritage (e.g., places
of birth). While only representing a fraction of the information BRUSA contains, such metadata are consistently
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available across all records and therefore enable rich explorations of the collection. In order to support such visualizations, we had to computationally parse the XML.TEI files for
the attributes listed above and transform them into a relational database that ultimately consisted of 10 tables with
attributes such as first and last name, year of birth/death,
college, degree, and birth/death location.
Our visualization process was based on early paper sketches
and in-team discussions about possible visual perspectives
on BRUSA. We subsequently conducted a rapid visualization process using the off-the-shelf visualization tool

Figure 6: University Provinces in the 17th, 18th, and 19th
century. [22, p.97]

Tableau Desktop. Even though this constrained our visualization design to more standard visualization techniques,
it allowed us to quickly design and build visualizations of
BRUSA, discuss them with scholars at the University, and
engage in an initial visual exploration of this untapped collection. Below, we provide an overview of the four visualization sketches we have built as part of this process. They
consist of multiple interlinked views, each focusing on a different attribute which allows their exploration in relation to
each other and promote open-ended study as proposed in
previous research [3, 13, 25].

Figure 5: Universities of Established Church Ministers [22, p.95]

St Andrews Students/Staff by Location
Visualization 1 (see Fig. 7) provides a birth location overview
of students (alumni as well as those who never graduated)
and staff at the University between 1747 and 1897. The
visualization allows the exploration of birth locations’ distribution by exact places (View 1) and by country (View 2).
As most students at the time came from the United Kingdom, we provide a bar chart that displays the distribution
of alumni/staff from England, Ireland (then part of the UK),
Scotland and Wales (View 3). Rather than showing each
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Figure 9: Filtering for German students in View 2 clears View 3.
Figure 7: Vis 1: Overview of the birth locations of St Andrews
students/staff.

the length of the bar next to the name). View 5 provides an
aggregation of all unique last names in the collection, ordered by frequency. The five views act as a filter to one another. For example, selecting a particular region in View 3
adjusts the other views accordingly (see Fig. 8). Filtering
may lead to some views being cleared completely. For example, filtering by “Germany” in View 2, will clear View 3,
which only applies to regions of the UK (see Fig. 9). In addition, a drop-down filter menu is provided in View 1 which
allows the filtering of records by gender (see Fig. 7).

Figure 8: Selecting Scotland in View 3 adjusts the other views to
only show data of students/staff born in Scotland.

record solely as a single point on the map (View 1) or in aggregated form by region (Views 2 and 3), we also wanted to
present a close relation to the people behind these abstract
visualizations. We therefore provided two views that focus
on student and staff family names: View 4 lists all individual
names across the collection as well as the amount of information available in the corresponding records (indicated by

Distribution of Internal Students by College
Visualization 2 focuses on the distribution of students (including those who never graduated) who physically attended classes in St Andrews (external students also existed) by college, in relation to their location of birth. In addition to the location and student name views as in Visualization 1, this perspective shows the temporal distribution
of internal students by college and year when they started
their studies (see View 6 in Fig. 10). The visualization depicts the establishment of the United College in 1747 (pale
blue line) as well as the inclusion of the University College
Dundee into the University of St Andrews in 1897 (red line
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Figure 10: Vis 2: Distribution of internal students by college.

peak). Again, all views act as filters to each other. In addition, students can be filtered by gender and time period.
Distribution of Graduates by Type and Degree
Visualizations 3 & 4 (see Fig. 11 and 13) provide an overview
of the degrees students acquired in St Andrews. Similarly
to Visualization 1 and 2, Visualization 3 shows students’
birth locations and names. An additional view presents the
distribution of graduates by course type and year of grad-

Figure 11: Vis 3: Distribution of graduates by type and degree.

Figure 12: Filtering graduate records by Arts degree.

uation (red: internal graduates, blue: external graduates,
orange: honorary graduates). Additional filters allow to focus on degree discipline (Arts, Divinity, Medicine, Law, or
Science). For example, filtering by Arts degree shows that
no honorary degrees were awarded in this discipline from
1747–1897 (see Fig. 12).
Visualization 4 provides more detailed perspectives on degrees awarded across the years. We categorized degrees
into “sciences” and “humanities” (see Fig. 13; View 1), and
further into individual disciplines, namely Arts, Divinity, Law,
Medicine, and Science (View 2). View 3 shows clusters of
all individual degree types (Master of Medicine [M.D.], Master of Arts [M.A.], Lady Literate in Arts [L.L.A.], etc.) with
color value and rectangle size representing the number of
records for each degree type. All views can be filtered by
time, area of study (humanities vs. sciences), disciplines,
or individual degree (see Fig. 14 & 15). We decided to juxtapose Views 1 and 2 in particular to show the distribution
of degrees in complementary ways. While View 1 allows
for a direct comparison of the number of degrees awarded
per study area each year, generously overlooking the gaps,
View 2 highlights these gaps more clearly by discipline.
49

Figure 13: Distribution of degrees according to area, discipline
and type.

Figure 14: Filtering degrees by area of study: Humanities.

Pilot Analysis of BRUSA

The four interactive visualization sketches have provided
initial insights into the history of the University and triggered
additional research questions regarding geographical as
well as social aspects of the records.

Figure 15: Filtering degrees by area and discipline: Humanities
and Arts.

Geographical and Cultural Provenance
The distribution of internal students’ birth locations across
the world in Visualization 2 (see Fig. 10) portrays the student body of the University of St Andrews in the 18th and
19th century as international. However, the majority of
internal students born outside the UK came from British
colonies and only a handful were from mainland Europe.
Despite the fact that only 5650 out of 7562 internal student
records include information about birth locations, during the
period covered in BRUSA most students who attended the
University of St Andrews were linguistically or otherwise
connected to the Empire. Nevertheless, it is still remarkable
that some students went on such long and expensive journeys in order to obtain a university education in St Andrews.
According to the BRUSA records, the majority of students
affiliated with the University (internal and external) were
from all parts of the British Isles (including the Orkney islands, Hebrides, Isle of Man, Wales, England, Ireland), not
only from Scotland. However, Visualizations 2 & 3 show
important nuances to these distributions: students who pur-
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Figure 16: Distribution of external students.

sued their studies by attending classes in St Andrews were
mostly Scottish (see Fig. 10). In contrast, most external students who typically gained a degree by testimonial, thesis,
or examination came from England (see Fig.16)—the Uniformity Act 1662 10 made it difficult for so-called “dissenters”
(people who did not conform to the Church of England) to
gain a degree from the old English universities such as Oxford or Cambridge [1].
Peak of Medical Degrees
Visualization 3 also revealed a compelling peak in the number of degrees awarded to external students (see Fig. 16):
a sudden rise to 604 awarded degrees in 1862, followed by
a massive drop to 9 degrees in the following year. Explorations with Visualization 4 show that this peak is related to
medical degrees [M.D.] (see Fig. 17). Smart himself in his
introduction to BRUSA explains this curious trend. The year
1863 marks the establishment of the Faculty of Medicine
which required examination to earn an M.D. degree (before,
the degree was awarded also by testimonial or occasionally
as an honorary degree) and restricts student numbers to 10
10

http://www.british-history.ac.uk/statutes-realm/vol5/pp364-370.

Figure 17: Peak in numbers of medical degrees.

practitioners over the age of forty per year [23, p.13]. After
this change was announced, there was an apparent rush to
get the M.D. before the changes took effect.
Female Students/Staff
BRUSA contains 146 female students and Visualization 3
revealed that Agnes Blackadder, known as the first female
graduate at the University (1895), was neither the first female student, nor the first woman to obtain a degree in St
Andrews. The visualization shows Jessie Nicholas Nelson as the first woman to graduate with the Lady Literate
in Arts (L.L.A) in 1892 (see Fig. 18). This higher diploma
which was of equivalent level to the M.A. was available to
women from 1877. Smart writes about it in his article “Literate Ladies—A Fifty Year Experiment” [21] where he provides exact numbers of women who entered the program
each year. Out of 699 women who started, 101 succeeded
in 1892 and Nelson was one of them. The reason why she
is the only one visible in the visualization for that year was
divulged by Rachel Hart (current Keeper of Manuscripts at
the University of St Andrews) who explains that Smart intentionally did not include any L.L.A students into BRUSA.
The occurrence of 10 L.L.A.’s is incidental and can be
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abeth Garrett Anderson was part of the United College in
1862, over ten years before the University started awarding
L.L.A.’s. Additional research revealed that her matriculation was cancelled along with her applications to Oxford,
Cambridge, Edinburgh Glasgow and the Royal College of
Surgeons[18].

Discussion
Figure 18: L.L.A. degrees included in BRUSA.

Figure 19: Elizabeth Garrett Anderson in the BRUSA records.

partially explained by the fact that some of them acquired
a “proper” degree such as a M.A. later on. When taking
into consideration the entire period BRUSA covers (1747–
1897), 1652 women became “Literate in Arts” [21]. Including all the L.L.A.’s would not only quite dramatically change
the visualizations but also present the University’s treatment of women in the 18th and 19th century in a different
light. By exploring female student numbers further in Visualization 2 (see Fig. 19), another woman stands out: Eliz-

Our pilot study provides evidence that there is a value to
be gained from visualizing collections such as BRUSA—for
scholars, the University as an institution, and the general
public. Visualization can help confirm existing knowledge of
the University’s history and trigger research questions that
can be addressed in the future within and beyond this collection (gender diversity certainly requires an expansion of
BRUSA). From an amateur’s perspective, we found that the
trends highlighted by the visualizations spark interest in the
history of the University and, at least for us, they triggered
captivating discussions with local historians and archivists.
The visualization sketches that we developed primarily as a
means to enable a rapid visual exploration of BRUSA can,
of course, be improved. For example, Visualization 4 could
be re-designed to allow more nuanced comparisons of obtained degrees. Furthermore, the geospatial visualizations
are deceiving as we are working with a contemporary political map which is quite different from those of the 18th and
19th century. Leaving these design considerations aside,
our pilot study also revealed more fundamental problems
with this quantitative approach to visualizing BRUSA. Moreover, we have learned that historical (biographical) records
challenge visualization as a method to facilitate interpretation and sensemaking in very specific ways.
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Making Archival Processes Visible
D’Ignazio and Klein in their article Feminist Data Visualization (2016) emphasize that making the “labour” visible gives
credit to the people who collected, digitized, and maintained
the data while highlighting “fair attribution and credit for the
resulting artifact” [15]. For collections such as BRUSA, this
is especially crucial because they undergo multiple stages
of interpretation manifested not only in their content but
also in their structure, (visual) representation, and form of
presentation (as illustrated in Fig. 20). It is important to remember that all record keeping and archiving processes
are affected by the subjectivity of their proponents. As
Hillary Jenkinson observes in her article Reflections of the
Archivist [11, p.20], “operative bias” must always be kept in
mind when examining the archival process:
“Perhaps one of the most difficult parts of this task is the
guarding against [the archivist’s] own interest in anything
except their safety. The Archivist must not turn Student, or
may at most do so only as an occasional treat, and with the
strictest precautions against his own possible malfeasance;
for every Student has an axe to grind, a theory to establish,
a statement to prove: and that form of interest is incompatible with dispassionate conduct in sorting, in arrangement,
in presentation-in all those processes in which the tiniest
modification may have the most far-reaching results.”

Figure 20: Transformations of
BRUSA records.

Smart’s meticulous process which involved careful, yet
selective archival and curatorial work (e.g., evident in his
decision to exclude L.L.A. graduates) (re-)structured the
biographical records and introduced consistent terms of description. By setting the records in a modern text editor, he
transformed the visual representation and media form in
which the records are presented. But decisions about structure and context of the records did not end with Smart’s
publication of BRUSA. The TEI tagging which involved

the manual identification of key content elements in each
record further transformed the records’ structure which allowed new representation and media forms (e.g., a searchable web interface) to emerge. Last but not least, our own
approach of computationally parsing the XML.TEI files and
storing the resulting metadata in a relational database introduced additional transformations in terms of structure and
(visual) representation as well as content changes (mostly
characterized by omissions of record aspects that we have
yet to computationally parse). Again, all these transformations have had a fundamental effect on BRUSA’s content,
the ways in which it is presented, and most importantly how
the collection is interpreted. While the ancient manuscripts
immediately show the diversity of primary sources that
feed this collection and hint at the interpretation and curation necessary to compile BRUSA, our visualizations do
not. This is problematic because all changes that BRUSA
records underwent can be considered as (historical) layers of interpretation driven by different intentions and constraints. For example, while Smart’s and Anderson’s decisions were driven by their perspective as historians and
archivists, our pilot study was fundamentally shaped by
technological and design considerations. This raises crucial questions: How to make such layers of transformation
and interpretation visible? How can we enable fluid transitions between abstract visualizations we have built and the
original data material that “drives” them?
Previous research has highlighted that the loss of material
qualities, as part of digitization, is a problem for historical
or literary collections [8] and our argument goes in a similar direction. Juxtaposing different textual and visual forms
of representations in a collection such as BRUSA could be
one “avenue” to explore (as illustrated by [13, 26]). Another
possibility would be the visual and interactive integration of
different forms of media in which these historical collections
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have been represented (including pictures of manuscripts
that highlight their original quality) into visualizations of historical collections (as illustrated by [4, 9, 27]).
Historical Data Uncertainty
BRUSA is a highly diverse collection of biographical records
and its incompleteness is emphasized by Smart himself [23].
Some of the records contain detailed information about individuals affiliated with the University of St Andrews while
others are more sparse. For example, only 6339 records
contain birth locations of staff/students, hence 47% of BRUSA
records are not visible in the geospatial views shown in Visualizations 1, 2, and 3. In fact, the quantitative overviews
we have designed provide only a seemingly objective representation of the collection which, without a background of
the record collection and how it has been processed, can
easily be interpreted as an overview of “all staff and students at the time”. While the visualizations can act as entry
points into research questions, on their own they cannot
provide definitive answers and require additional research.
Visualizations come with their own rhetorical qualities [14].
Johanna Drucker argues that standard visualization techniques (line graphs, bar charts), traditionally designed for
and used in the empirical sciences, are now being used in
the context of humanities research which runs the risk of
presenting information in a familiar and seemingly definitive way while hiding the assumptions, underlying interpretations, and decisions that influenced the data collection, categorization, and finally, the visualization itself [7].
Drucker highlights that “the basic categories of supposedly
quantitative information, the fundamental parameters of
chart production, are already interpreted expressions. But
they do not present themselves as categories of interpretation, driven with ambiguity and uncertainty, because of
the representational force of the visualization as a “picture”

of “data”.” [7]. Our visualization sketches are an illustration
of this problem. They highlight that while standard visualization tools allow the rapid exploration of multi-facteded
cultural collections, it is absolutely crucial to critically discuss them not as a means to an end but as the product of
an interpretative, speculative process (see the discussion
of “visualization sandcastles” by Hinrichs and Forlini [12])
which can inform the design of customized visualizations
capable of revealing more from the records’ rich historical and interpretative layers as well inherent uncertainties.
The area of visualizing uncertainty is vast but we highlight
work by Wood et al. on “sketchy rendering for information
visualization” as an interesting approach for further design
explorations in this area [28].
Showing the People Behind the Data
Our visualization sketches provide highly aggregated views
of thousands of University students and staff members,
merging the individual into a homogeneous mass. While
useful for the exploration of patterns in the data, this birdseye perspective may alienate the viewer from what this collection also represents: individuals, each with their own
unique lived experience that is connected to the University of St Andrews. We tried to keep the individuals behind
the aggregated views present in our visualization sketches
through a scrollable list of names which could also provide
access to their individual records. However, this view, quantified through a bar chart, still fails to account for the crucial
distinctiveness of each person represented in the records.
This is problematic when trying to use collections such as
BRUSA as a means to make history more graspable or
help imagine the life of an individual at the University in
18th/19th century Scotland.
How can we (1) communicate that the trends shown in our
visualizations are formed by distinctive characters whose
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paths have crossed in St Andrews and (2) how can we enable explorations of BRUSA through a birds-eye view as
well as the lens of individual student/staff biographies? Addressing these questions from a design perspective, Dörk
et al. have introduced the idea of “monadic interaction”
which “brings the contradictory representations of individual elements and entire collections closer together and suggests continuous movements between partially overlapping
vantage points.” [6]. Applying the idea of monadic interaction to collections such as BRUSA would mean to give each
biography its own presence in the visualization (e.g., in the
form of an individual element such as a circle, where size
represents the amount of information in the record and a
slightly irregular shape represents distinctness from other
biographies). Interacting with this element could then highlight connections to other biographies in the form of other
visual elements. Additionally, the famous, better-known
alumni could be brought up to initiate and guide the navigation of the records and clustering could be applied as a
middle ground between aggregated visualizations and the
representation of every individual biographical record.

Conclusion

“Of course, one purpose of history might just be to bridge
the gap between past and present, restoring this ruptured
continuity. But how can currents of collective thought whose
impetus lies in the past be re-created, when we can grasp
only the present?” Maurice Halbwachs, 1992 [10]
Despite the fact that it is impossible to build a genuine “bridge”
to the past, the combination of visualization and humanities research techniques provides possibilities to bring the
shores of past and presence closer together, and our study
aims to do exactly that. It represents a starting point into exploring ancient archives through perspectives that would be
impossible to gain using traditional archival and close read-

ing methods. At the same time, the visualization sketches
we developed have revealed that in order to grasp the full
potential of historical collections that represent thousands
of individual biographies, critical interpretation of visualization artifact and thinking beyond traditional visualization
tools and toward customized visualizations are a “must”.
To elicit critical interpretation of such diverse records, it is
crucial to take into consideration (1) the transformation processes these collections underwent, (2) acknowledge the
uncertainty and situated interpretations inherent in these
records and (3) give individual records (in our case human
biographies) a presence in all their distinctiveness, instead
of prioritizing aggregated overviews that easily gloss over
what makes historical university records so unique.
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